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Welcome to the Work of an Archaeologist: Teachers’ Guide, 
a booklet which will help you to run educational sessions 
in the classroom and outdoors, focusing on the work of an 
archaeologist.

This booklet was inspired by schools sessions run in the 
Scottish Borders for the Heritage Heroes project during 
early 2014.

The Heritage Heroes sessions were also designed to develop 
learners’ speaking and listening skills through providing an 
opportunity to work in teams to create theories and share 
these with their classmates.

This booklet was produced by Archaeology Scotland as part 
of the Heritage Heroes project in the Scottish Borders, 2014.

•  It is a multi-disciplinary subject that allows children to 
learn a wide range of skills

• It encourages informed attitudes and a sense of stewardship 
which will help safeguard heritage for future generations

•  It provides an opportunity for children to have a hands-on 
learning experience

• It is a stimulating and unusual subject which generates 
interest among young people.

Why introduce archaeology to children?



Archaeology is the study of people and societies in the 
past through the examination of their material remains. By 
studying buildings, artefacts and environmental evidence, 
archaeologists can begin to reconstruct past societies and 
environments.

Archaeologists will first identify a site which they want to 
investigate by using sources such as archives, historic maps, 
old photographs and aerial photographs. Once they have 
done this, they will decide what question they have about 
it and how they are going to find the answer. This could 
be by visiting the site and choosing places to excavate 
or conducting non-intrusive recording, such as drawing, 
photographing or using geophysics. They then share what 
they have found with other archaeologists to add to a bigger 
picture of the area or the time period. This is done through 
publishing reports, speaking at conferences or putting on 
exhibitions.

WHAT IS ARCHAEOLOGY?

See if you can spot the outlines of two or three roman camps 
in this aerial photograph CC-BY West Lothian Archaeology

Find an aerial photograph of a site such as this roman fort. 
A good place to find photographs from above is on: 

www.ncap.org.uk the largest collection of aerial imagery 
in the world. Aerial photography is used to discover new 
sites and also to survey known sites. Flying when the sun 
is low in the sky means 
that shadows are cast 
from raised areas in the 
ground. These can show up 
features such as earthen 
banks and foundations of 
former buildings. Features 
also show up well in newly 
harvested fields, such as 
this Roman fort in Scotland.

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 



     Activity - Split your class into pairs and give each pair a copy 
of the photo you have chosen. Using small round stickers, ask 
the pupils to mark on where they would locate an excavation. 
Ask them to tell you why? What kind of evidence would they 
find there? What would they find if they excavated the visible 
features? Would this be different to what they would find in the 
immediate surrounds?

Reconstruction drawings can be 
very useful to help pupils imagine 
what a site was like during its use

Crop Marks - As well as showing up 
as lumps and bumps on the ground, 
archaeological sites can be spotted 
from the air in the form of crop marks. 
These show up because the soil retains 
moisture in areas where it has been 
dug into (e.g. a pit or a post hole). The 
crop will grow well over this wetter 
area. Where there has been a wall, or 
the soil is shallow the crop does not 
grow so well.

Archaeologists excavate very carefully 
from the newest layers on top, down 
through each layer to the oldest.



What will survive? Survival of artefacts depends on how 
long they have been in the ground and also what kind of 
soil they are in. In waterlogged conditions (such as in a 
ditch) the survival of artefacts made of organic material 
(such as clothing and leather shoes) is much greater than 
in dry conditions. Ask the pupils what objects they will think 
survive the longest.

Excavation is destruction. 

Archaeologists try to minimise damage to ancient sites by 
only digging up what they absolutely have to.

   Activity: Let’s Get Digging  It’s time for you to have a go 
at a simulated archaeological dig.

What you will need: 

• 
 

•

•

Four “trenches” (shallow trays filled with peat compost)  
These can be any size 

Objects to bury in the trenches. In the Heritage Heroes 
sessions, each trench contained part of a burial of an 
individual. There were artefacts or ‘grave goods’ buried 
with the person. Each trench also contained a range of 
ecofacts (organic remains such as shells, animal bone 
and teeth). We used parts of a burial, but you can use any 
objects. You don’t have to have a burial. You could look at 
domestic remains from a house and add objects such as 
cooking utensils, crockery, trinkets etc. and ask the class to 
come up with a theory about whose house it was and why. 

Paintbrushes—these are used to gently brush the soil off 
the objects.



The aim  is for the learners to use their speaking and listening 
skills to work together to produce their own theory about the 
person buried there.

Before you begin, divide the class into teams and assign different 
roles to the team. Role playing gives focus to the activity and 
provides the learners with a feeling of responsibility

The Curator, Investigator and Note-taker will all need record 
sheets. You can either download these from:
www.archaeologyscotland.org.uk/our-projects/heritage-
heroes or make up your own.

The learners are given paint brushes and use these to carefully 
brush off the soil from the objects. During this time they are 
encouraged to think about the objects they are discovering 
and analyse what they might be made of and what they could 
be used for.

Once all the objects have been uncovered, it is the Diggers’ 
task to lift them out, so that the group can see and discuss what 
they have found.

Team Leader: Makes sure that everyone in the group 
cooperates. Makes sure tasks are being completed

Note-Taker: Archaeologists keep very good records. 
The note taker will write down the team’s theories and 
reasons behind them (always citing the evidence)
Investigator: The investigator will be the key person to 
liaise with other teams, investigate their findings and 
report back.
Curator: Archaeological artefacts require a great deal 
of care and analysis. It’s the curator’s job to identify the 
artefacts and describe their appearance.
Speaker: Each team will create a theory (outlined by 
the note-taker) and the speaker’s job is to present their 
group’s theory to all other groups.

Digger: Most archaeologists are diggers. They are 
responsible for careful lifting of the artefacts.



Give the teams a few minutes for each task and then carry 
on digging. At the end everyone should stop digging to listen 
to each team’s Speaker relay their theories. These can be 
taped or filmed as a record of your activity.

PLENARY Leave time to round off your session to ask pupils 
how they found the task. Do they think that we ever really know 
the truth about people in the past and how they lived? Which 
team’s theory did they find the most convincing and why?

SHARING: If you have recorded the theories from each group, 
you might like to share them on the Heritage Heroes website. 
Contact the Learning team at Archaeology Scotland to find out 
how. You might also like to share your learning by writing a site 
report, or presenting the class findings 
at an assembly.

FOLLOW UP: Have a look at our 
resources page overleaf to find out how 
you can build archaeology into your 
learning programme. Why not visit a 
local site in your area to incorporate 
some outdoor learning.

At sensible points during the 
excavation ask the learners to stop 
digging to carry out the various 
teamwork tasks.

•  Help the Curator to fill out their     
    form, recording all of the objects  
    and what they are 

•  Help the Investigator to              
    formulate questions , before   

 sending them off to another team to ask their questions

• Help the Note-taker to fill out their form. This will form the   
 basis of the Speaker’s ‘speech’ at the end, so it’s important   
 the speaker can read the note-taker’s writing!



Useful resources:

www.archaeologyscotland.org.uk/learning Contains 
many downloadable resources for teachers including 
introduction to archaeology, field work and research 
activities as well as links to other sites.

www.scran.ac.uk A multimedia repository with images, 
sound files and video relating to Scotland’s heritage and 
more. Copyright cleared for educational use. They provide 
training for teachers.

www.digital.nls.uk/mapping-history Find out how you can 
use historic maps in the classroom. Includes a section for 
teachers and activities to download

www.scotlandsplaces.gov.uk Search for historic places in 
your local area with this national database. Includes digital 
photos of many sites.

www.pastmap.org.uk Search for archaeological sites 
in your local area using the mapping resource from 
Canmore. Includes information from Historic Scotland 
Scheduled Monument and Listed Building databases.

Borders specific links:

www.heritageheroesoutreach.wordpress.com The blog 
used by the Heritage Heroes team to document the 
project.

www.heartofhawick.co.uk/heritagehub The Heritage Hub 
in Hawick is a great first calling point for local research in 
the Borders. You can also arrange group visits.

www.scotborders.gov.uk/museums There are twelve local 
authority museums in the Scottish Borders. Why not find 
one near you and arrange a visit.

www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/learning Contact Historic 
Scotland to arrange an educational visit to one of their 
properties. Why not book a tour with their Junior Guides 
at Melrose Abbey.
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